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The Grantee Activity Report
History
The Grantee Activity Report (GAR) is the largest and longest running data collection effort on
civil legal aid in the United States. Dating back to 1976, the Legal Services Corporation (LSC) has
recorded and reported data from our grantees in a variety of ways. GAR data is distributed to
the public in the LSC Fact Books, which are now called “By the Numbers.” The data is gathered
annually from all grantees on a calendar year basis. Grantees use automated reporting forms
that are accessible via the Internet. Calendar Year (CY) 16 Grantee Activity Reports are due to
LSC by March 1, 2017.

At-A-Glance View of Form Changes from Prior Years

Old EasyGrants

Form Number

New GAR

Form Title

How Are They Different?

Form E-0: Actual Office
Information

Offices

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Form E-1(a), Actual Staffing -
Main Office, Form E-1(b), Actual
Staffing - Branch Office, and
Form E-1(c), Actual Staffing -
Subrecipient Office

Offices Staffing Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Expanded instructions and
guidance

Old forms combined in one new
form

Form G-6: Self-Inspection
Certification and the Self-
Inspection Summary Form

Self-Inspection Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Old forms combined in one new
form

Form M: Other Services Other Services

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None
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Form G-2: Additional
Information Relating to Cases

Additional Case
Information

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Form D-1: Actual Expenses Expenses

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Clearer definitions

Form D-3: Actual Support and
Revenue

Revenue

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Clearer definitions

Form G-3, Actual Case Services
(Staff) and Form G-3(d), Actual
Case Services (PAI)

Case Services

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Old forms combined in one new
form

Form G-5: Actual Open Cases
(Staff) and Form G-5(d): Actual
Open Cases (PAI)

Open Cases

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

Old forms combined in one new
form

Form G-4: Client Age, Ethnicity,
Gender, and Veteran Status

Demographics

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None
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Form J-1: Components of
Actual PAI

PAI Components

Significant Substantive
Change(s): None

 Each year the Office of Data Governance and Analysis will update guidance and
instructions to address any changes made from the previous years and to clarify
reporting guidelines that may have caused problems or were unclear based on the
prior year’s reports.

 Given your important role as data providers, your feedback is essential for improving
the clarity of information and the quality of data provided. We welcome your
comments on this guidance at any time. Contact Bristow Hardin, Senior Research
Analyst at hardinb@lsc.gov or 202-295-1553.

Levels of Data Collection
The LSC Grantee Activity Report is actually a series of reports that collect information at three
different levels (pictured below).

The first level of information collection is at the Grantee level. This information includes
location information of offices, total cases, self-inspection information, and descriptive
information about other services offered.

The second level of data collection is at the service area level. This information is reported for
each service area administered by an LSC grantee.

A third level analysis is the branch level, but for the purposes of the GAR we focus on reporting
at the Grantee Level and the Service Area Level.
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Information Reported at the Grantee Level

Information reported at the Grantee Level can be thought of as the sum of data for all of a
grantee’s service areas. For example, if your program has a Basic Field service area grant and
an Agricultural Worker service area grant, the data for the service areas should be added
together and the total number should be entered on the form. Grantee level data should be
reported on the following forms:

• Offices
• Staff
• Self-Inspection
• Other Services
• Additional Case Information
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Information Reported at the Service Area Level

Some GAR data should be reported only at the service area level. That is, data should be
reported separately for each service area. For example, if you have a Basic Field service area
grant and an Agricultural Worker service area grant, the data for the service areas should be
reported on separate forms. Service area level data should be reported on the following forms:

• Expenses
• Revenue
• Case Services
• Open Cases
• Demographics
• PAI Components
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Over the past year LSC has worked with contractors to develop a new Grantee Activity
Report system using Salesforce as its engine. The GAR forms in this new system are
somewhat different from forms in the old EasyGrants reporting system. For example,

1. All GAR forms have been renamed from form numbers to form titles.
2. Some GAR forms have been merged to collect data on a single form.
3. Navigation and usability of the new forms should be easier.
4. Guidance and instructional information have been revised and updated.

How Your Work Here Is Transformed
The data you provide is used in a variety of significant ways:

• LSC’s Annual Congressional Budget Request
• LSC’s Annual Report
• Responses to inquiries from Congress and the media
• Staff evaluations of grant applications
• LSC evaluation and oversight of grantees
• LSC's Grantee Data Page (http://www.lsc.gov/grants-grantee-resources/grantee-data)
• Analyses to enhance grantees’ quality, effectiveness and efficiency,
• Identification of best practices
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The Office of Data Governance and Analysis
(ODGA)

The new Office of Data Governance and Analysis (ODGA) has been charged with developing
a data validation and reporting process that reviews the data provided by grantees in the
Grantee Activity Report.

A Model for Continuous Improvement
ODGA has adopted a continuous improvement model for data quality that examines all parts of
the data collection process from questionnaire development to reporting and release of data
(pictured below).

 For this process to be effective it is important to have active and engaged participation
of stakeholders, especially data providers. Each stage of the data improvement cycle is
important to the overall data quality, from the design of questionnaires to the sharing
and preservation of data for secondary analysis.
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Data Validation
Once data has been submitted to LSC, staff in the Office of Data Governance and Analysis will
run a set of standardized edit checks to identify reporting anomalies. We will flag reported data
that is either:

• significantly different from data reported by your organization in prior years
• logically out of range (e.g. 99 years of experience)
• does not match information provided in other parts of the GAR report

 We recognize that there are many valid reasons why information can vary and want to
assure you that we have no intention of changing data that you provide to the Legal
Services Corporation. LSC staff may contact you during this “post-collection” data
processing period to verify that the information you’ve provided was reported
correctly. We recognize the value of your time and will do everything we can to limit
the number of contacts needed during the data validation stage.

If data from your program is flagged during an edit check, we will send an email to the person
in your organization who has submitted the data, with a cc to the Executive Director. That email
will contain a list of reported items that meet one of three edit check issues identified above.

After hearing back from you regarding the reported items we will either annotate the record
with the reasons provided for the anomaly or, in the event of a reporting error, will ask the
person in your organization responsible for reporting to update the record.

Once we have completed the data validation process, we will start analysis to update LSC By the
Numbers and to update other data visualizations and reports. The section below provides an
overview of the ways in which the GAR and other data are being processed for public use.

Data Access and Use
Consistent with the White House guidance on the use of administrative data for research and
evidence building, LSC believes that the data our grantees provide is a critical resource for the
legal services community. The data you provide make it possible to measure and report on the
accomplishments of legal services over extended periods of time and across different areas of
the country. The information you report about the supply of legal services can be especially
powerful when linked to other sources of data, such as the American Community Survey and
other population based data sources, which help identify the “demand” side of the equation.
We also believe that making the data accessible in a variety of formats will help grantees as

they explore trends in their own administrative data.

To that end, LSC has developed a new series of data visualizations with the grantee community
in mind. We have used the GAR as the point of departure and produced a series of dashboards
(linked below) based on the different reports.
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 Grantee Funding

• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/RevenueDashboard-Nationalv_2/
NationalRevenueDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/RevenueDashboard-
ProgramLevelv_2/ProgramDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Grantee Expenditures

• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/ExpenditureDashboard-Nationalv_2/
NationalRevenueDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/ExpenditureDashboard-
ProgramLevelv_2/ProgramExpendituresDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Staffing Information

• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/StaffingDashboard-National/
StaffingDashboard-National?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/StaffingDashboard-StateandLocal/
StaffingDashboard-StateandLocal?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Legal Services Provided

• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/CaseServicesProvided-Nationalv_2/
CSPDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/CaseServicesProvided-
ProgramLevelv_3/CSPDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Client Characteristics
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• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/ClientCharacteristics-
NationalLevel_editv_2/Dashboard2?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/ClientCharacteristics-
StateandLocalv_2/ProgramDashboard-
ClientCharacterstics?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Private Attorney Involvement

• National: http://public.tableau.com/views/PAIDashboard-Nationalv_2/
NationalPAIDashboard?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

• State/Program: http://public.tableau.com/views/PAIDashboard-ProgramLevelv_2/
PAIDashboard-Program?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Legal Service Areas/Demographics

• Designated Service Areas: http://public.tableau.com/views/
ACSPovertyStatusinServiceArea/Dashboard2?:embed=y&:display_count=yes

 Grantee Technology

• National: http://www.lsc.gov/grants-grantee-resources/grantee-data/grantee-
technology/technology-specific-legal-aid
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My Organization (Grantee
Level Forms)
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Offices

The Office Form captures the most recent data for the names and locations of grantees'
offices, the name of and contact information for each office's supervisor, and related
information.

Verifying Pre-populated Information (Open All of 2016)

Verifying Pre-populated Information (Closed During 2016)

• Enter the closing date in the appropriate field at the bottom of the form where the
arrow is pointing.

• To update information for employees in closed offices, you are required to:
◦ For any employee(s) that leave the grantee, enter a termination date on the

Staffing Form.
◦ For any employee(s) that remain with the grantee and are transferred to another

office, enter the appropriate information for the employee(s) on the Staffing form
for the office to which they were transferred.
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Reporting Information for New Grantee Offices (Opened in
2016)

1. On the Office home page, click "Add branch office"Add Branch Office.
2. Enter the office information in the appropriate fields / boxes.
3. For telephone and fax numbers, use (xxx) xxx-xxxx format.
4. The “person in charge” of the office is the on-site supervisor, e.g., the managing

attorney. Enter the executive director’s name only if he or she is the on-site
supervisor of the office.

5. The Regular Full-Time Work Week (Number of Hours) is the number of hours the
grantee’s hourly (non-exempt) full-time staff are expected to work to earn a full
paycheck. The normal work week CANNOT be more than 40 hours, even if FLSA
Exempt employees work more than 40 hours. If you have two different full-time
work weeks for a single office (e.g. attorneys 40 hours, support staff 37.5 hours),
record the smaller number as your full-time work week for that office, so all full-time
staff will show at 100% full-time.
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6. Enter the date opened in the field at the bottom of the Form.
7. Enter the data for the person in charge on the Staffing form for the appropriate

office.


• The Office Form is pre-populated with information for all grantee offices - both the

main office and branch office(s) - reported on the prior year GARs. The Form lists
the names and locations of all offices, the name and contact information for the
supervisor of each office, and that person’s regular full time work week.

• If a grantee received funding for the first time in 2016, there will not be a pre-populated
Office Form. In those cases, the grantee must create and complete a set of Office
forms.

• If a grantee received funding for an additional service area in 2016, the grantee should
add Office information for the acquired service area.

• Update the information on the Form to report any changes during 2016 as well as to
report information about any offices that were opened or closed during 2016.

• Only one office may be reported at the same address, even if multiple functions are
carried out from that one address.

• Report only staff that are engaged in or provide support for the provision of civil
legal services. Staff only engaged in other functions, for example criminal defense
(except as allowed in Native American Tribal courts) or social service activities,
should not be reported.
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Office Staffing

The Office Staffing forms collect up-to-date, comprehensive data about grantees’ workforce.

Updating Pre-populated Staff Information


• The Office Staffing Forms are pre-populated with detailed information for individual

staffers at all grantee offices – both the main office and branch office(s) – that were
reported on the 2015 GARs.

• If a grantee received funding for the first time in 2016, there will not be a pre-
populated Office Staffing Form. In those cases, the grantee must create and
complete a set of Office Staffing forms.

• If a grantee received funding for an additional service area in 2016, the grantee
should add Office Staffing information for the acquired service area.

• Update the information on the prepopulated Forms to report staffing changes
during 2016, including information about staff at any offices that were closed during
2016.
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1. Click on the people icon next to the office where they were listed on the 2015 GAR
forms.

2. Click on the pencil icon next to the staff person’s name and make the necessary
changes.

 If the staff person was transferred or reassigned to a different office in 2016, select from
the office drop down menu the name of the office to which they were transferred.
Note: if they were transferred to an office which was opened during 2016, that office

will appear in the drop-down menu only if information about the new office has been
entered on the Office form. See instructions for the Office form.

If the staff person ended their employment with the grantee in 2016, enter the date on
which they ceased to be an employee. Also, update any information that change for
these staffers before they left the grantee.

 Please note that an entry for email is required. If a staff member is no longer at the
program or for some other reason does not have an e-mail address, please enter
“none@example.org” in this field.

Staff to Include
• Report only staff that are engaged in or provide support for the provision of civil legal

services. Staff only engaged in other functions, for example criminal defense (except as
allowed in Native American Tribal courts) or social service activities, should not be
reported.

• Information should be provided for staff who worked at the grantee during calendar
year 2016, including those whose employment with the grantee or subrecipient
terminated during 2016.
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• Do not report hires or terminations after December 31, 2016.
• Include all staff whose salaries were paid in whole or in part with non-LSC funds.
• Include in-house volunteers, but not pro bono attorneys participating in the Recipient's

PAI Program.

Removing multiple entries for staff persons

 In some cases, a staff person may be listed multiple times on a staffing form at the
same office or listed on the forms for two or more offices. This happens if information
has been entered with a minor difference in the person’s name, e.g., John Doe and
John L. Doe. If you need to remove a staff person or remove multiple entries for the
same staff person, contact techsupport@lsc.gov with the removal request.

Adding a New Staff Person

 Before you add any new staff person, please check carefully to make sure they are not
already listed elsewhere (such as in another office).
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1. To add a new staff person, click the "Add Staff” button for the office where they are
based.

2. You will then access a screen with several fields for information about the staff
member.

For some information – e.g., name, experience, compensation – enter the information directly
into the field. To enter other information – e.g., job title and job code, gender, ethnicity – select
the appropriate choice from the drop-down menu.

Annual Salary
• Please update the total salary for existing staff. There is a single salary field provided for

the combined LSC and non-LSC salary.
• The annual salary of a staff member should be the annualized full-time salary even if the

staff member worked less than entire year. For example, the salary of a staff member
hired July 1st with annual salary level of $40,000 will be reported in full although the
actual gross amount the staff member received for the six months of service was only
$20,000.

• Similarly, if a staff member is hired part-time, the salary recorded should be what that
staff member would have made on a full-time basis. For example, if a staff member
works a 20-hour week (40 hours being full-time) and receives an actual gross salary of
$20,000 during the year; that staff member’s salary should be recorded at $40,000.

 An entry in the salary field is required; if the staff member is a volunteer, please enter
-99.
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Language
LSC has updated the language categories we collect on bilingual/multilingual grantee staff
members to reflect the official language groups used by the U.S. Census Bureau. These
language codes are also now grouped as the U.S. Census Bureau groups them.

 A language code other than English should be entered for a staff person only if he or she is
able to conduct the day-to-day business of the workplace in this language, and may be
asked or expected to do so as part of his or her responsibilities. This is to be distinguished
from staff who may have very basic proficiency in another language, allowing them to
greet a Limited-English proficient individual in another language for example, but not
enabling them to conduct the organization’s day-to-day business in that language. For
staff who are not multilingual/bilingual, enter the code for the language in which they
are most proficient. (For example, in Puerto Rico the most appropriate entry may be
44 Spanish/Spanish Creole, since Spanish is the primary language in Puerto Rico).

 For technical reasons, the language codes have not been renumbered, so they are not
in numerical sequence in the drop-down box you use to enter language.

The language codes are displayed in a drop-down box available on the screen itself. If
you need further descriptions on the language codes, see the LSC Language Codes.

Hours Per Work Week
The “hours per work week” should be the number of hours the staff person is scheduled to
work; overtime is excluded for non-exempt staff and time above the normal work week is
excluded for exempt staff.

 The number of hours for a staff person cannot exceed 40, even if they are a FLSA
Exempt employee who works more than 40 hours. If a staff person terminates part
way through the year, this does not affect the “hours per work week”, nor is it affected
if the staff member goes on leave.
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Percent Full Time

 The percentage of an employee’s full time work should be based on the information in
the “hours per week” column and the “normal work week” of the office as reported on
the Offices form for that office.

Service Area Information (e.g., “Service Area 1, % Time for
#1)
Grantees that receive funding for more than one service area (e.g., Basic Field, Agricultural
Worker, Native American) will need to indicate the percentage of time that each staff member
spends on activities related to each service area.


• These percentages should add up to 100 for staff who spend all of their time in LSC-

eligible activities.
• For staff that do not spend all of their time on LSC-eligible activities, these

percentages should add up to less than 100.

Amount of Other Compensation
The “Amount of Other Compensation” field is intended to collect data for staff persons reported
on the organization’s IRS Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax.

 The value entered should be based on the instructions for Form 990, Part VII.
Compensation of Officers, Directors, Trustees, Key Employees, Highest Compensated
Employees, and Independent Contractors, which can be accessed here: Instructions for
Form 990.

Years of Experience

 The “years of experience” information on the Staff Forms are pre-populated with
updated information for all employees who were included on the 2015 E-1 Forms. For
example, if the 2015 GAR form listed the staffer as having 10 years of experience with
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the grantee, the prepopulated form will show the staffer as having 11 years of
experience with the grantee. Check this information to ensure it is accurate, and, if
necessary, make appropriate corrections.

1. Years Experience with LSC Grantee

• In this column report all years of experience in any job the employee had with this
grantee and with any other LSC grantee.

2. Years Experience in this Job

• In this column you should report an employee’s years of experience in the current job
with this grantee. Prior experience in the same job with a different grantee should not
be included.

• If an employee held the same job with a grantee that was merged with this grantee, the
prior experience should be counted.

• If an employee held the same job with the same entity before that entity became an LSC
grantee, experience before the entity became an LSC grantee should not be included.

• Determining an employee’s job should be by Job Code. However, if an employee’s Job
Code changed because of LSC changes, such as the creation of Job Code 14, then
experience in a prior Job Code that was substantively the same should be included.

3. Years Experience in Profession

• In this column report the years of experience an employee has had with any
organization (or self-employed) in the general professional area of his/her current job.
The professional area is based on the staff job codes. For example, if an employee has

been in an attorney position with the grantee for five (5) years, was an attorney for 15
years before joining the grantee, and was a paralegal for five (5) years before that, the
years in profession should be 20.
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Self-Inspection

The Self-Inspection form provides data LSC requires to determine a statistical measure of
the accuracy of LSC grantee Case Services Reports (CSRs).

 In completing the GAR: Self-Inspection form, grantees (1) certify that they completed
the Self-Inspection required by the GAR Self-Inspection Instructions and (2) report and
certify the results of the Self-Inspection.


• The Form has two sections: Certification and Summary of Corrective Actions.
• In each section, report numerical data in the highlighted fields and report non-

numerical data using the drop-down menus and radio-button list.

Certification
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1. Representative sample of the total number of closed cases reported to LSC that have
been reviewed: Enter the number of sampled cases

2. Number of exception cases within the sample: Enter the number of exception cases
in the sample. Exception cases are those that do not meet CSR reporting
requirements (because the case files lack required documentation or for other
reasons).

3. Cases excluded: provide this information by selecting the appropriate response from
the drop-down menus and selecting the appropriate reason(s) from the list if
necessary.

Summary of Corrective Actions

1. Report information for each of the thirteen (13) types of case exceptions identified in
the Types of Case Exceptions column.

2. Number of Cases: in the highlighted field enter the number of cases in the Self-
Inspection sample that had the specified exception type

3. Corrective actions: select the response from the drop-down menu to indicate
whether corrective actions were taken in each case exception area.
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Other Services

The Other Services form collects data about grantees client services other than case work,
including community legal education, pro se assistance and referrals. This data highlights
the scope of services other than casework that benefit the low income population and
consume a significant amount of grantees resources.

 Data should be reported for three categories of non-case services:

• Community Legal Education (CLE): activities aimed at informing the community
members about their legal rights and responsibilities.

• Pro Se Assistance (Pro Se): information and assistance provided to people handling
legal matters themselves without extensive assistance from an attorney.

• Referrals: any referral in which the grantee (or PAI attorneys) provided no legal
advice or other legal service to the clients which would qualify as a grantee case.

Community Legal Educations Models

1. Websites: Total number of unique visitors. Report all Unique Visitors, regardless of
the purpose of the visits.

2. Presentations to community groups: Total number of people in audiences. Report
the number of persons in the audiences of presentations (a) which are directed at
groups likely to contain eligible persons and (b) which include substantive legal
information, whether on a specific topic or more general information related to one's
legal rights and responsibilities.

3. Legal education materials on websites: Total number of downloads. Report the
number of items that users have printed or downloaded from the Website. Although
printing a Web item is not, strictly speaking, an actual download, it is included
because we assume that users print the items for their particular purposes.
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Pro Se Assistance Models

1. Self-help/pro se materials (e.g., forms) posted on websites: Total number of
downloads. Report the number of items that users have printed or downloaded from
the Website. Although printing a web item is not, strictly speaking, an actual
download it is included because we assume that users print the items for their
particular purposes. Other pro se assistance: total number of people receiving
service.

2. Workshops or clinics: Total number of participants. Report the total number of
persons participating in Pro Se clinics conducted by staff or PAI attorneys

3. Self-help printed materials (e.g., Divorce kits): Total copies distributed at workshops,
clinics or other venues.

4. Other pro se assistance: total number of people receiving service.

Referral Models

Hit the PLAY button to watch the video. No need to adjust volume; there is no sound to this video.


• Estimated? and measured data can be reported on the Form. Actual, verifiable data

is preferred, but if unavailable, estimates can be provided if they are based on
appropriate, documented estimation methods.
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• Enter data only in the Measured and Estimated boxes. The Total? will be
automatically calculated.

• In each category, data should be reported for different methods (models) for
providing these services.


• Report referrals in which the grantee (or PAI attorneys) provided no legal advice or

other legal service to the clients which would qualify as a grantee case (whether it is
LSC reportable case or a non-LSC funded non-LSC reportable case).

• The Referral model descriptions on the form specify the information that should be
reported.

 Additional information is available at Other Services Reports Frequently Asked
Questions.
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Additional Information Related Cases

The Additional Information Relating to Cases form collects 2016 data regarding the total
number of persons in all households served in all closed cases, the total number of closed
cases involving domestic violence, and the total number of cases closed with non-LSC funds
that were not reportable to LSC. The total number served and the number of cases closed
that are not LSC-reportable show the reach of grantee services beyond cases reportable to
LSC.

 This data is collected by grantee, not service area. Therefore, you only need one total
for each question. This number should be the sum of all cases closed for Basic Field,
Agricultural Worker, Native American (including PAI) for all of your service areas.

Cases Involving Domestic Violence

1. Enter the total number of cases involving Domestic Violence in the appropriate box.

 A case “involves” domestic violence if domestic violence is in any way a part of the case,
even if it is a peripheral issue.

If a client was subjected to domestic violence, but domestic violence was not an issue
in the client’s case, then that case should not be reported on this form.

All cases closed under Case Type 37, Domestic Abuse, should automatically be
reported in the response to this question.

Any case accepted based on eligibility pursuant to domestic violence should be
included, even if it involves stalking or sexual assault outside the domestic context.
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 The numbers entered should not be estimated but should include only those cases in
which the involvement of domestic violence is documented in the case file.

LSC- eligible Closed Cases

1. Enter data for children (under 18) and adults in the appropriate box.
2. The total of all persons served will be automatically computed on the form as a sum

of the Children and Adults numbers.

 This is the total number of persons in the household at the point of application for
services and eligibility determination.

Grantees are not required or expected to attempt to update this data based on
subsequent changes in the household.

 If you have incomplete information for a case, enter only the information you have. If
you have a case with no information, do not enter zero. Instead, for juvenile cases (CSR
problem codes 41, 42, 43, 44, and 49), report one child; for all other cases report one
adult.
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Cases Closed Not Reported to LSC

Hit the PLAY button to watch the video. No need to adjust volume; there is no sound to this video.

 Include the following cases:

• cases for clients who are not financially eligible under LSC guidelines, but are eligible
under non-LSC funding;

• cases that are LSC-ineligible for non-financial reasons, but are eligible for legal
assistance supported with non-LSC funds; and

• cases for which eligibility documentation could not support LSC eligibility, but would
support eligibility for assistance with non-LSC funds.

“Estimated” and “counted” data can be reported on this form. Actual, verifiable data
are preferred, but if these are unavailable, estimates can be provided if they are based
on appropriate, documented estimation methods.

 Use the LSC definition of a “case” (except for eligibility criteria) found in the Case
Service Report (CSR) Handbook, Section 2.1 in counting these cases not reported to
LSC.
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 It is unlikely that you have no cases, but if you do, please enter 0 - do not leave the line
blank.
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Service Areas (Service Area
Forms)
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Expenses

 The Expenses form captures information on grantees’ expenditures of LSC and non-
LSC funds during 2016 to identify trends in grantees’ expenditures, relationships
between types and levels of expenditures and funding and client services, and
analyses to enhance grantees’ quality, effectiveness and efficiency.

 Use the expense definitions provided in the Personnel and Non-Personnel Definitions
to ensure the information you report is consistent with the definitions.
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 Totals will be automatically displayed after highlighted boxes are filled in.


• Please include in non-LSC funds only those funds spent for the provision of or

support for the provision of civil legal assistance (e.g., do not report funds used for
criminal defense -- except as permitted in Native American Tribal courts -- or funds
used for social service programs).

• Please report expenditures of LSC and non-LSC funds separately for each service
area, including expenditures of carryover funds and derivative income in the LSC
and non-LSC columns where applicable. If you do not have audited expense
information at the time when you complete this form, please use unaudited
information.
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Revenue

The Actual Support and Revenue form captures information on grantees’ support and
revenue from all sources during 2016.

 Pass-through Funds

• Pass-through funds are funds originating with one entity (whether governmental
agency, private organization, or individual) that are transferred (by grant, contract,
or otherwise) to another entity that then grants, contracts, or otherwise transfers
them to an LSC grantee.

• Some examples of pass-through funds are IOLTA funds transferred to a state or
local government or agency that then transfers them to an LSC grantee; or federal
grants to states or localities under a particular federal program then given by grant
or contract to LSC grantees.

• Grantees should report pass-through funds under their original source, but only if
they know the original source. They are not required to conduct research to identify
the original funding source.

Comingled Funds

• Comingled funds received from single source should be allocated among revenue
categories based on the grantee’s best estimates.

• An example of comingled funds is state funding and filing fees funds that are
combined by the funder and then granted out to programs in the state.

• If the percentage of funding the granting entity has received from each source can
be identified or reasonably estimated, the estimated amount of funds coming from
each such major source should be reported in the appropriate revenue category.
LSC will accept such allocation estimates if the basis for these estimates are

specified in contemporaneous records.

Non-LSC Funds Transferred by an LSC Grantee to Another LSC Grantee.

• Non-LSC funds that an LSC grantee receives and then transfers to another LSC
grantee should not be reported as revenue on the Revenue form of the grantee that
first received and transferred the funds.
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• Instead, the grantee that received the transferred from the transferring grantee
should report the transferred funds on its Revenue form.

• The grantee that initially received and transferred funds should only report on its
Revenue form any funds retained for administrative expenses.
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Demographics

The Demographics form collects data about on the age, ethnicity, gender, and veteran
status of LSC-eligible clients in LSC-eligible cases in 2016, regardless of whether LSC funds
were used to deliver these services. This data is needed to identify the characteristics of the
clients represented by grantees during 2016.


• Report information for all 2016 closed cases, as reported on the GAR Case Services

form for the service area.
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• Report data for all clients, whether served by staff or by PAI.
• Enter data in each of the individual demographic categories (e.g., female, male,

other); the total will be automatically calculated.


• Do not include group clients in the Age/Ethnicity or Language section of this form.
• The total number of clients by gender (excluding groups) should equal the total

number of clients by age and ethnicity. If they differ, check to ensure the correct
values have been entered. (It is possible that accurate information was not recorded
in the grantees Case Management System.)

• If the sum of the number of veterans and non-veterans differs from the total
number of clients by age, ethnicity, and gender, report the actual number of
veterans. Do not estimate this number.
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Glossary of Definitions and
Codes
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Personnel and Non-Personnel Expenses
Definitions

PERSONNEL
EXPENSES

DEFINITIONS

Lawyers All salaries, wages, bonuses, overtime and any other compensation
paid to attorneys (other than for contract services), whether employed
directly or supervised by the recipient and whether part-time, full-time,
or temporary. It also includes law school graduates who have not
passed a bar examination.

Paralegals All salaries, wages, bonuses, overtime and any other compensation
paid to paralegals, whether employed directly or supervised by the
Recipient and whether part-time, full-time, or temporary

Other Staff All salaries, wages, bonuses, overtime and any other compensation
paid to all other staff, whether administrative/clerical staff, students, or
others,and whether full-time, part-time, or temporary (e.g., Work/
Study).

Employee Benefits All fringe benefits paid on behalf of employees, including retirement,
FICA,health and life insurance, worker’s compensation, disability
insurance,unemployment insurance, day care, and other payroll-
related costs.

NON-PERSONNEL
EXPENSES

DEFINITIONS

Space - Rent/Lease,
Mortgage
Payments,
Other Space
Expenses

Rent or lease expenses and mortgage payments which are reported
separately. It also includes, under “Other Expenses,” janitorial,
maintenance, and utility expenses.

Equipment Rental Lease or rental expenses for office furniture, fixtures, and equipment
(except telephone). It also includes an estimate of maintenance costs
for that equipment, whether pursuant to a service contract or an
estimate of individual repair bills.

Office Supplies and
Expenses

All basic office accessories and supplies, including paper materials and
supplies used for copiers. Printing and postage are also to be included
in this category. All equipment purchases which cost less than $500
may be placed in this line item.
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NON-PERSONNEL
EXPENSES

DEFINITIONS

Telephone Costs for the rent or lease of telephone equipment, telephone calls,
costs of internet access and any similar and related expenses.

Travel-Board,
Travel-Staff/Other

Travel expenses required by governing body members for fulfillment
of the obligations of governing body membership and those directly
related to client services (e.g., circuit riding, attendance at meetings,
etc.). Training- related travel is to be reported under “Training.”

Training-Board,
Training-Staff/Other

All non-personnel costs associated with the training of board
members, staff, and others. Continuing education of staff members
should also be included here. Examples are: travel to/from training
events, per diem, conference registration fees or tuition, purchase of
training materials, rent for facilities used in a training event, consultant
fees paid to trainers, etc. Material or capital additions (equipment
purchases) for training with a value in excess of $500 should be
reported under “Property Acquisition.” No personnel costs should be
included here.

Library Expenses for the maintenance and normal expansion of office
libraries, including subscriptions to periodicals, books, reference
materials, and multiple volume sets of law books. Capital additions to
the library holdings costing over $500 per item should be included
under “Property Acquisition.”

Insurance Professional liability insurance, errors and omissions insurance,
bonding, property insurance (fire and theft), and liability insurance for
property and automobiles.

Dues and Fees Dues and fees paid to professional organizations on behalf of the
Recipient or sub-recipient and its staff

Audit Expenses for auditors

Litigation Court costs, witness fees, expert witness expenses, sheriff fees,
courthouse copying fees, and other expenses incurred but not
reimbursed by clients and not recovered in litigation on behalf of
eligible clients

Property
Acquisition

Equipment, computer hardware and software,library purchases and
other major expenses that occur infrequently, and which are
capitalized (e.g., major renovations). Amortized amounts to be paid
toward equipment purchases should be reported under Purchase
Payments

Purchase Payments All payments on loans secured to purchase property over $500
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NON-PERSONNEL
EXPENSES

DEFINITIONS

Contract Services to
Clients

All payments to private attorneys and other entities that provide legal
services to eligible clients, including those services provided pursuant
to an LSC subgrant. Any subgrants for client services made by recipient
should be reflected on this line.

Contract Services to
Recipient

All other services to the grantee such as legal counsel, consultant fees
exclusive of those paid for training, use of a computer service bureau,
bookkeeping or other accounting services (other than those listed
under “Audit”), etc. Subgrants, such as TIG subgrants, that are not for
the direct provision of services to clients should also be reported
under this category.

Other All remaining recipient expenses that are not identified in these
definitions
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Support and Revenue Definitions
LSC REVENUE

REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

Basic field 10 Include grants as listed below:

• Basic Field-General grants are LSC funding that is allocated
based upon the poverty population as determined by the
Bureau of the Census (FY 16 allocations are based on U.S.
Census Bureau 2014 American Community Survey 1-year
estimates for the 50 States, D.C. and Puerto Rico and 2010
Decennial Census data for other jurisdictions, except for
Micronesia where a variety of sources are used). This
funding provides legal services to the population at no
greater than 125% of poverty.

• LSC Basic Field Agricultural Worker Grants: Basic Field funding
that is specifically granted to address the legal needs of
agricultural workers.

• LSC Basic Field Native American Grants: Basic Field funding
that is specifically granted to address the legal needs of
Native Americans (American Indians, Hawaiian Natives and
Alaskan Indians).

Interest,
Investment &
Other Income

28 Income generated as interest or dividends, income resulting from
investment of LSC funds on a short or long-term basis, rental
receipts, insurance proceeds, and any other LSC-related income
received that does not fit in the other LSC funding codes.

Attorney Fee
Awards

22 The amount received or expected to be received as the result of a
judgment, court order, or settlement of cases

Publication
Income

23 Income earned from publications produced in whole or in part with
LSC funds, including copyrighted materials.

Carryover
Funds

24 LSC funds of any nature, including LSC-related derivative income,
that are unexpended at the end of the calendar year (2016). Note
that LSC changed the definition of carryover funds in 2014. FY16
carryover funds are the funds remaining unexpended at the end of
the Calendar Year (end of 2016)
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REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

Other Grants,
i.e. TIG,
Disaster

20 Grants that are not within the three Basic Field LSC grant
categories listed above. These include Technology Initiative Grant
(TIG) program grants, Pro Bono Innovation Fund (PBIF) grants,
emergency grants,disaster grants, Hurricane Sandy grants, Veith
Leadership grants, and any other grants from LSC.

NON-LSC REVENUE

REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

HHS Grants 30 All grants from Department of Health and Human Services, except
Older Americans Act funding which is reported under Category 32
below, but including Federal/state funds available under Title XX of
the Social Security Act.

Older
Americans
Act

32 Funds available under the Older Americans Act (usually Title III).
Providers include state or area aging agencies and/or the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services/Office of Development
Services/Administration on Aging.

Violence
Against
Women Act

33 Funds available under the Violence Against Women Act, including V-
STOP and STOP grants, and VOCA grants. Providers include the U.S.
Department of Justice and state and local agencies such as state
Attorneys General.

HUD Grants 36 All HUD grants, such as fair housing, housing counseling, including
block grant funds under the Community Development Act
administered by HUD (note that CDBG funds are usually obtained
from city or county).

Other
Federal
Grants

34 Other sources of federal funding for the provision of legal services
that do not fall under categories 30, 32, 33, or 36.

General State
Grants

40 State funds provided under general grants for the provision of legal
services, not including specific grants and contracts for legal services,
and exclusive of funds included in the federal categories listed
above, or the IOLTA category listed below.
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REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

Specific State
Grants and
Contracts

43 Public funds received from state agencies by grant or contract for
specific purposes, such as a grant for legal assistance to the
homeless, not including general grants for the provision of legal
services, exclusive of funds included in the federal categories listed
above or IOLTA category listed below.

Filling and
Other Fees

41 Funding derived from fees on the filing of court cases and also fines,
pro hoc vice fees, jury fees, case reopening fees, fees on real estate
filings, fees on criminal penalties, taxes on bail bonds, parking or
speeding ticket surcharges, attorney registration fees, and any other
fees and/or surcharges established to fund legal services programs.

IOLTA Grants 50 Interest On Lawyer's Trust Accounts.

Local Grants 42 Public funds from city or county agencies, except those included in
the categories listed above or under State Grants and Contracts.

United Way
Grants

44 Funds from United Way, Community Chest, United Givers Fund,
Combined Federal Campaign, or other consolidated community
fund-raising organizations.

Corporate
and
Individual
Contributions

45 Funds from corporate, law firm, and individual contributions,
including funds from voluntary bar dues check-offs and
contributions raised in Bar Association or other legal community
fund drives if and only if those funds are contributed directly to the
grantee or are passed through directly to the grantee as a separate
item by the Bar Association or other organization.

Private
Foundation
Grants

46 Funds from any private foundation, local, regional, or national,
including corporate foundations, but not including funds from Bar
Foundations.

Bar
Association
Grants

48 Contributions from bar associations and related organizations,
including Bar Foundations, but not IOLTA.

Attorney Fee
Awards

52 The amount received or expected to be received as the result of a
judgment, court order, or settlement of cases.
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REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

Cy Pres
Awards

53 Funds received from any Cy Pres award.

Carryover
Funds

54 Funds, other than LSC funds, that are unexpended at the end of
calendar year 2016. Note that LSC changed the definition of
carryover funds in 2014. FY16 carryover funds are the funds
remaining unexpended at the end of the Calendar Year (end of 2016)

Publication
Income

55 Income earned from the sale of publications produced with non-LSC
funds.

Other Funds 99 All remaining support or revenue sources that cannot reasonably be
placed in any other code identified in these definitions. This
category has been overused. Before using this category, try to find a
specific category that reasonably matches the funding source.
Federal funds that do not fit a specific federal category should be
reported as 34, Other Federal. Likewise, any funds from a state
should be reported in either 40, General State Grants or 42, Specific
State Grants and Contracts.
We also note that private funds raised, such as through fund-raising
dinners, should be reported in category 45, Corporate and Individual
contributions, not in 99.

CLIENT SERVICE INCOME

REVENUE
TYPE

FUND
CODE

DEFINITION

Gross Fees
and Receipts
from Client
Services

57 Any funds received from clients for court costs, litigation expenses
or other payments from clients.

Other Income
Earned in For-
Profit
Activities

58 Income earned in for-profit operations other than income from
legal services to clients.
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Job Classification Codes & Definitions
CODE JOB

CLASSIFICATION
DEFINITIONS

01 Executive Director/
Director

The chief executive officer. Only one employee should be
listed, unless the grantee formally has Co-Directors, or there
was a change in Executive Director during the year. If your
program has “directors” of component programs (e.g., Farm
worker program, Veterans services project), that staffer should be
listed under Job Code 3 Deputy Director.

03 Deputy Director The deputy executive officer; if a grantee has a “director” of a
component and that “director’s” responsibilities exceed those
of a Managing Attorney, such “directors” should be reported
under this category.

05 Director of
Advocacy

The executive responsible for oversight of advocacy and
litigation.

07 Managing Attorney Attorneys who supervise legal work and have substantial
administrative and financial responsibilities, e.g., administer a
cost center, branch office, specialty or the like.

09 Supervising
Attorney

Attorneys who supervise legal work but do not have
substantial administrative and financial responsibilities.

11 Staff Attorney All other attorneys, as well as law school graduates who have
not passed a bar examination.

13 Paralegal Professionals who do intake interviewing, case investigations,
checking court records, legal research, client representation
at administrative hearings, and outreach and community
work.

14 Information
Technology Staff

Persons whose primary function is the development and
maintenance of the grantee’s automated information systems
and applications, web site(s), and/or computer technology
infrastructure.

15 PAI Coordinator Person whose primary function is coordination of the
Recipient’s PAI plan.

16 Development
Director

Persons whose primary function is raising funds for the
organization including funding from private and
governmental sources.
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CODE JOB
CLASSIFICATION

DEFINITIONS

17 Training
Responsible
Person

Persons whose primary function is coordinating or providing
training for the Recipient’s or sub-recipient’s staff.

18 Financial
Professionals

Persons whose primary function is to assist the executive
director with financial management. For example, controller,
accountant or bookkeeper.

19 Management
Professionals

Persons whose primary function is to assist the executive
director with personnel or administrative management. It
does not include managing attorney positions covered in job
code 07 or financial professionals covered in job code 18.

20 Grants Manager Persons whose primary function is grant reporting, tracking
deliverable, grant applications, deadlines and
communications with foundations once a grant has been
made.

21 Law Clerk Law students who have not graduated from law school.

25 Administrative
Assistant

Executive assistants and administrative aides who do not
have substantial administrative and financial responsibilities,
but whose duties exceed those delegated to legal secretaries
and clerical workers.

27 Secretarial/Clerical All legal secretaries, as well as clerical workers such as typists,
file clerks and receptionists.

99 Other All remaining professionals that are not identified in the
above definitions.
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Ethnicity Codes
CODES ETHNICITY

10 White

20 Black

30 Hispanic

40 Native American

50 Asian or Pacific
Islander

99 Other

Not Hispanic or Latino

Prefer not to answer
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Language Codes
CODE LANGUAGE

00 English Only

10 American Sign Language and other sign languages

11 Other West Germanic Languages

12 Scandinavian Languages

13 Other Slavic Languages

14 Other Indic languages

15 Other Indo-European languages

16 Other Asian languages

17 Other Pacific Island Languages

18 African Languages

20 Other Native North American Languages

25 French Creole

34 French

36 German

38 Italian

42 Portuguese or Portuguese Creole

44 Spanish or Spanish Creole

50 Armenian

54 Greek

56 Hungarian

60 Polish

62 Russia

64 Serbo-Croatian
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CODE LANGUAGE

67 Yiddish

68 Hebrew

70 Arabic

75 Persian

76 Gujarati

80 Mon-Khmer, Cambodian

81 Hmong

82 Chinese

83 Laotian

84 Hindi

85 Urdu

86 Japanese

88 Korean

90 Tagalog

92 Thai

94 Vietnamese

98 Navajo

99 All other languages
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Closing Codes
Limited Service Case Categories

CLOSING CODES DEFINITION

CSR Closure Category A –
Counsel and Advice

A case closed in which the program provided legal advice to an
eligible client should be closed as Counsel and Advice (e.g., the
advocate ascertained and reviewed relevant facts, exercised
judgment in interpreting the particular facts presented by the
client and in applying the relevant law to the facts presented,
and counseled the client concerning his or her legal problem).

CSR Closure Category B –
Limited Action

A case closed in which the program took limited action(s) on
behalf of an eligible client that addressed the client’s legal
problem that is not so complex or extended as to meet the
requirements for CSR Category L should be closed as Limited
Action. Examples include, communications by letter, telephone
or other means to a third party; preparation of a simple legal
document such as a routine will or power of attorney; or legal
assistance to a pro se client that involves assistance with
preparation of court or other legal documents.

Extended Service Case Categories

CLOSING CODES DEFINITION

CSR Closure Category F –
Negotiated Settlement
Without Litigation

A case closed in which the program negotiated and reached an
actual settlement on behalf of a client without any court or
administrative actions pending should be closed as Negotiated
Settlement Without Litigation. This category should be reserved
for cases in which the program conferred with another party so
as to reach a resolution of the client’s legal problem. This
category includes settlements negotiated with an administrative
agency prior to the filing of a formal administrative proceeding.

CSR Closure Category G –
Negotiated Settlement
With Litigation

A case closed in which the program negotiated and reached an
actual settlement on behalf of a client while a court or formal
administrative action was pending should be closed as
Negotiated Settlement With Litigation. This category should be
reserved for cases in which the program conferred with another
party so as to reach a resolution of the client’s legal problem.
Settlements of pending court or administrative actions should
be closed in this category even if the court or administrative
agency issues an order memorializing the settlement.
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CLOSING CODES DEFINITION

This category includes only: (1) cases in which an appearance
has been entered before a court or administrative agency as
counsel of record; or (2) cases in which the settlement was
reached prior to the program’s entry as counsel of record,
provided that the program was actually representing the client
in the negotiations (not assisting a pro se client) and provided
that there is documentation of the settlement in the case file –
preferably a copy of the actual settlement agreement, written
confirmation of the settlement with the opposing party, or, if
neither of these are available, a copy of a communication to the
client outlining the terms of the settlement.

CSR Closure Category H –
Administrative Agency
Decision

A case closed in which the program represented a client in an
administrative agency action that resulted in a case-dispositive
decision by the administrative agency or body, after a hearing or
other formal administrative process (e.g., a decision by the
hearings office of a welfare department), should be closed as an
Administrative Agency Decision. This category does not include
settlements made during the course of litigation that are then
approved by the administrative agency, voluntary dismissals or
the grant of a motion to withdraw as counsel. If the case is
resolved informally through contacts with an administrative
agency, but without any formal administrative agency action, the
case should be closed as CSR Closure Categories B – Limited
Action or F – Negotiated Settlement without Litigation,
depending on the level of service.

CSR Closure Category I –
Court Decision

A case closed in which the program represented a client in a
court proceeding that resulted in a case dispositive decision
made by the court should be closed as a Court Decision. This
category is divided into the following three subcategories:
(a) Uncontested Court Decisions – either there is no adverse
party or the adverse party does not contest the case; (b)
Contested Court Decisions – there is an adverse party and that
party contests the case; (c) Appeals to an appellate court taken
from a decision of any court or tribunal (See 45 CFR §§ 1605.2
and 1605.3). This category does not include appeals or writs
taken from administrative agency decisions or lower trial court
decisions to a higher level trial court acting as an appellate court,
whether they are on the record or de novo proceedings.

CSR Closure Category K –
Other

A closed case that does not fit any of the other CSR case closure
categories should be closed as Other. Cases which fit two or
more CSR categories may not be closed in this category, but
should be closed in the category which best reflects the level of
service provided.
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CLOSING CODES DEFINITION

CSR Closure Category L –
Extensive Service (not
resulting in Settlement or
Court or Administrative
Action)

A case closed in which the program undertook extensive
research, preparation of complex legal documents, extensive
interaction with third parties on behalf of an eligible client, or
extensive on-going assistance to clients who are proceeding pro
se should be closed as Extensive Service. Some examples of
extensive service include the preparation of complex advance
directives, wills, contracts, real estate documents or other legal
documents, or the provision of extensive transactional work.
This category also includes cases closed after extensive
interaction or negotiations with another party which do not
result in a negotiated settlement. In addition,cases closed after
litigation is initiated in which the program appears as counsel of
record that do not result in a negotiated settlement,
administrative agency or court decision, or in which an order of
withdrawal or voluntary dismissal is entered should be closed in
this category.
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Problem Categories & Codes
Consumer/Finance

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

01 Bankruptcy/Debtor Relief

02 Collection (Including Repossession/
Deficiency/Garnishment)

03 Contracts/Warranties

04 Collection Practices/Creditor
Harassment

05 Predatory Lending Practices (Not
Mortgages)

06 Loans/Installment Purchase (Not
Collections)

07 Public Utilities

08 Unfair and Deceptive Sales and Practices
(Not Real Property)

09 Other Consumer/Finance

Education

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

11 Reserved

12 Discipline (Including Expulsion and
Suspension)

13 Special Education/Learning Disabilities

14 Access (Including Bilingual, Residency,
Testing)

15 Vocational Education

16 Student Financial Aid
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CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

19 Other Education

Employment

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

21 Employment Discrimination

22 Wage Claims and other FLSA (Fair Labor
Standards Act) Issues

23 EITC (Earned Income Tax Credit)

24 Taxes (Not EITC)

25 Employee Rights

26 Agricultural Worker Issues (Not Wage
Claims/FLSA Issues)

29 Other Employment

Family

CODES LEGAL PROBLEMS CATEGORIES

30 Adoption

31 Custody/Visitation

32 Divorce/Separation/Annulment

33 Adult Guardian/Conservatorship

34 Name Change

35 Parental Rights Termination

36 Paternity

37 Domestic Abuse

38 Support

39 Other Family
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Juvenile

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

41 Delinquent

42 Neglected/Abused/Dependent

43 Emancipation

44 Minor Guardian/Conservatorship

49 Other Juvenile

Health

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

51 Medicaid

52 Medicare

53 Government Children's Health Insurance

54 Home and Community Based Care

55 Private Health Insurance

56 Long Term Health Care Facilities

57 State and Local Health

59 Other Health

Housing

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

61 Federally Subsidized Housing

62 Home ownership/Real Property (Not
Foreclosure)

63 Private Landlord/Tenant

64 Public Housing

65 Mobile Homes
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CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

66 Housing Discrimination

67 Mortgage Foreclosures (Not Predatory
Lending/Practices)

68 Mortgage Predatory Lending/Practices

69 Other Housing

Income Maintenance

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

71 TANF

72 Social Security (Not SSDI)

73 Food Stamps

74 SSDI

75 SSI

76 Unemployment Compensation

77 Veteran Benefits

78 State and Local Income Maintenance

79 Other Income Maintenance

Individual Rights

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

81 Immigration/Naturalization

82 Mental Health

84 Disability Rights

85 Civil Rights

86 Human Trafficking

89 Other Individual Rights
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Miscellaneous

CODES LEGAL PROBLEM CATEGORIES

91 Legal Assistance to Non-Profit
Organization or Group (Including
Incorporation/Dissolution)

92 Indian/Tribal Law

93 Licenses (Drivers, Occupational, and
Others)

94 Torts

95 Wills/Estates

96 Advance Directives/Powers of Attorney

97 Municipal Legal Needs

99 Other Miscellaneous
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For OIT Use Only
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Style Sheet for GAR Articles
THIS IS A HEADER
Use ALL CAPS when typing a header. Use headers to create a meaningful break or section
within the article.

Examples of headers in the GAR Articles:

• PURPOSE OF COLLECTION
• INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THIS FORM

 This is text that is styled as Information.

Use text styles as Information at the beginning of an article.

Include the information provided in the GAR Guidance as "Change From Prior Year's Reporting"
(but only include the information, not the header.)

 This is text that is styled as a Tip.

Use text styled as Tip for content in the GAR Guidance that appears as "General Guidance" (but
only include the information, not the header.)

 This is text that is style as an Alert.

Use text styled as Alert for content in the GAR Guidance that provides unique instructions about
data entry or data types the grantee should use to complete the form.

 This is text that is styled as a Warning.

Use text styled as Warning for content in the GAR Guidance that talks about totals on the form
or any automatic behaviors and calculations on the form.
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Insert an image (like the one pictured above) when appropriate to describe the content of a
Warning or an Alert.

Use layover graphics to guide the eye to the elements of the image that are being discussed
inthe Warning or Alert text.

This is text that is styled as an Introduction.

We have not used text syled as an Introduction in this manual yet.
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Owners and Status of Articles

Everytime you Save As Draft or Save & Publish an article you will need to assign an Owner
and give it a Status.

OWNERS
• Tuong (OIT)
• Maru (OIT)
• Adam (ODGA)
• There is room for 2 more owners and will reach our max of 5 authors with out licensing.

STATUS
• Approved = The article is done and ready for grantee readership. Do not assign

Approved status until Maru and Adam have reviewed the article.
• Needs Review = Your part is done and a different owner needs to review what you have

done before it can be approved.
• Needs Update = All the information available is in the article but something is missing or

needs to be corrected.
• Needs Content = Blank article is there for the owner to write or copy for others to

review.

 Look at the Style Sheet for GAR Articles for more information related to GAR Articles.
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Links to External Sites

This is a listing of external sites that appear in the Gar Guidance document as (add
hyperlink).

• LSC Grantee Data Page http://www.lsc.gov/grants-grantee-resources/grantee-data/
grantee-profile

•
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